Abstract-We develop the foundations for confirming monotonicity of a multi-term reciprocal function approximation. We introduce the concept of operand recoding to improve the accuracy of multipartite approximation. The results are applied to provide a proposed four-partite reciprocal implementation with total table size ∼27 Kbytes, that yields an IEEE standard, single precision sized format (24 bit) reciprocal instruction, that is a one-ulp monotonic reciprocal.
I. INTRODUCTION
There has been considerable investigation of bipartite, multipartite and related function approximations in the recent literature [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [7] , [6] , [8] , [9] , [10] . Bipartite reciprocal approximations were introduced in [1] , and have been employed for approximate (low precision) reciprocal instructions in commodity microprocessors, targeted at multimedia applications.
The most complete investigation of multipartite methods is presented in [6] . Our principle contribution in this paper is to introduce and demonstrate the use of operand recoding in conjunction with multipartite table lookup. Recoding includes and extends the application of symmetry as presented for bipartite tables in [3] , and allows for obtaining greater precision than the multipartite methods covered in [6] . The methodology applies to unary functions in general and is developed herein for the particular case of reciprocals.
For the reciprocal function we demonstrate that accuracy of essentially twice the table index size is attainable by our new recoded multipartite table lookup approach. We demonstrate the proof of concept with a modestly large 27 Kbyte 4-partite lookup providing an IEEE single precision sized (24 bit) one-ulp monotonic reciprocal function.
The question of monotonicity of reciprocal approximations has been discussed in [5] , [6] . For a reciprocal approximation function, we herein also prove a simplified condition for guaranteeing monotonicity as summarized in the following.
Summary:
Given a single precision divisor, y ; 1) (1) or recip a (1) = 1.00 · · · 0, having relative error less than 2 −25 . This is equivalent to having the absolute error bound:
In Section II we develop the foundations of monotonic one-ulp reciprocal functions. In particular we introduce and prove a monotonicity theorem. Specifically, if recip a (y) satisfies (2) , then the reciprocal function rn 24 (recip a (y)), obtained by rounding 1 such an approximate reciprocal function 1 For z ∈ [0; 2 − 2 −j ], the fixed-point round-down rd j (z), round-up ru j (z), and round-to-nearest (midpoint down) rn j (z) roundings, each determine either the (j + 1)-bit unnormalized binary value k 2 j = a 0 .a 1 a 2 · · · a j with 0 ≤ k ≤ 2 j+1 − 1. Specifically we have
with similar expressions for ru j (z) and rd j (z). For normalized input z ∈ [ 1 2 , 1), the output is normalized, e.g., rn j (z) = 0.1a 2 a 3 · · · a j or rn j (z) = 1.
to nearest at the 24 th position, is a one-ulp monotonic single precision reciprocal.
For single precision division with dividend x = 1.
For recip a (y) satisfying (1) and (2), let q a (x, y) be the normalized binary quotient approximation
Hence |q − q a (x, y)| < 
2
−23 is a round-to-nearest breakmidpoint, allowing sign(q * y − x) to dictate the correct round-to-nearest single precision division result.
Thus the multipartite table lookup procedure described here provides for implementing a oneulp monotonic, single precision reciprocal function, without the need for a multiplier, and for obtaining a single precision division result, employing only two (dependent) single precision multiplications. Our suggested solution is a four-partite table lookup with total table size ∼27 Kbyte.
In Section III we review the fundamentals of bipartite table construction, and Section IV introduces the notion of operand partial recoding for constructing multipartite tables. In Section V we present a four-partite look-up table procedure for obtaining a single precision, one-ulp monotonic reciprocal function.
II. ULP-ACCURATE MONOTONIC RECIPROCAL FUNCTIONS The reciprocal approximation recip(y) = 0.1a 2 a 3 · · · a j is termed a j-bit one-ulp reciprocal
−j for all normalized binary divisors y ∈ [1; 2), and similarly is a j-bit 3 4 -ulp reciprocal when | 
−j . Then the guard bits are rounded off to obtain the j-bit one ulp reciprocal recip(y) = rn j (recip a (y)). Such one ulp reciprocals have applications as a short reciprocal in high radix division algorithms and as the approximate reciprocal function value for a reciprocal instruction implementation. For implementation of a one ulp reciprocal function as a reciprocal instruction, it is also desirable to investigate the monotonicity properties of such an approximate function.
Rounding Off Guard Bits -Monotonic Reciprocal Instruction: In the remainder of this section we focus on the important reciprocal function application where the (exact) inputs y i = 1.b 1 b 2 · · · b i−1 , and (approximate) outputs recip(y i ) = 0.1a 2 a 3 · · · a i (or recip(y i ) = 1) are both i-bit normalized values with i too large for direct lookup to be practical, e.g. i = 24. In this case a multi-term computed reciprocal approximation with guard bits rounded off, to provide a one-ulp reciprocal is only guaranteed monotonic for y i over the subinterval [1; √ 2). In particular, it can be shown that the output step size, for a one-ulp reciprocal for y i over [1; √ 2), can vary from 0 to 3 ulps, and over [ √ 2; 2) the step size can be down by as much as two ulps, or reverse direction and be up by one ulp, contradicting monotonicity. 
for y i ∈ (1; 2). The step function graph in Figure 1 -ulp monotonic approximation.
in step size over [1; √ 2) and be non monotonic to the extent of virtual oscillation over [ 
−5 , and otherwise chooses the unique one satisfying the 3 4 -ulp bound. 3 4 -ulp reciprocal function is monotonic over the interval [1; 2), and strictly monotonic over the portion [1;
Proof: For consecutive exact inputs y i , y i + 2
the consecutive reciprocals decrease by
2 −i . Thus exact outputs decrease by at least one-half ulp of output. Suppose rd i (
Then the sum of the rounding errors satisfies (
Hence at least one of the rounding errors would be greater than 3 4 ulp, a contradiction. Thus
2), and a 3 4 -ulp reciprocal function is monotonic (i.e., monotonically non increasing) over [1; 2) . Suppose
), the sum of rounding errors would be greater than -ulp reciprocal is strictly monotonically decreasing for
In practice the "guarded" computation of a multiterm reciprocal approximation recip a (y i ) can often be shown to satisfy a maximum relative error bound for y i ∈ [1; 2), that is of the same order as the maximum absolute error bound for y i ∈ [1; 2). Our principle result in this section is that obtaining just one extra bit of precision in the relative error bound on recip a (y) before applying the final rounding is sufficient to yield monotonicity.
Theorem 3 (Monotonicity Theorem): For a normalized i-bit divisor
be a reciprocal approximation with relative error strictly less than
Proof: A reciprocal approximation recip a (y) with relative error strictly less than
is a one-ulp reciprocal for
, the difference of their reciprocals satisfies
. Then the sum of these successive reciprocal rounding errors satisfies (
So at least one of these rounding errors is greater than or equal to (
III. BIPARTITE TABLES The bipartite table lookup process for determining an approximate reciprocal of a normalized binary divisor y = 1.
, comprises the use of two distinct binary direct lookup tables of comparable size. These tables are concurrently addressed by distinct, equivalent length substrings of divisor bits, with each table fashioned to provide a distinct part of a carry save or borrow save representation of the approximate reciprocal. Specifically, our bipartite reciprocal approximations are of the form recip(y) = recip 1 (y i ) + recip 2 (y)2 −i .
, 1] is determined by the 2k-bit index b 1 b 2 · · · b 2k . The secondary approximation term is determined by some leading bits and some supplementary trailing bits b 2k+1 b 2k+2 · · ·. The approximation may be fashioned so that recip 2 (y) is exclusively positive or negative, with magnitudes less than a unit, or sign-symmetric with magnitude less that half a unit. Partitioning the operand y into three equal k-bit parts, Figure 2 illustrates the lookup process, employing 3k leading bits of a higher precision divisor.
The compelling advantage of the two table bipartite lookup process is, that it provides a simple procedure to achieve essentially 1 1 2 times the precision, at a cost of only twice the table size, compared to a single direct lookup table [1] . For use as a seed or short reciprocal in application to division algorithms, the redundant reciprocal approximation may be sent directly to an appropriate multiplier ? recip(y)
Recoder/ Adder Table 1 recip 1 (y 2k )
? Table 2 recip 2 (y) ; 1 can be expanded to the sum of a primary term, determined by y i , and a secondary term of magnitude less than 2 −i , according to any of the following
(borrow save expansion) (3)
(midpoint). (5) Proof: Putting the primary and secondary terms over a common denominator yields an immediate reduction verifying each identity. For borrow save
, and similarly for the carry save and midpoint expansion identities.
The claim that bipartite reciprocal approximations derived from (3) to (5) can have precision 3 2 i bits is supported by the following observations. Let i = 2k and consider the 
Note that the primary terms in each of the identities have exact inputs. Their evaluation can provide entries to i-bits-in j-bits-out direct lookup tables with an absolute error for each entry bounded by 2 −(j+2) , due only to rounding the exact output to the output table size. E.g., for the borrow save expansion with i = 2k, let the output size be 3k + g bits where g ≥ 0 is a small number of guard bits. Excluding the special case y i = 1, the primary term approximation in the 2k-bits-in (3k + g)-bits-out table is
The primary table size for recip 1 (y 2k ) is 2 2k (3k + g) bits with maximum absolute error 2 −(3k+g+2) . The secondary term approximation recip 2 (y) ≈ − .
Lemma 5: For the divisor y = 1.
Then the borrow save expansion secondary term satisfies the following tight bounds which are tight in the sense that f yy 2k can be arbitrarily close to either bound:
Let m(y k , f k ) be the midpoint of the interval determined by (6) . The value m(y k , f k ) minimizes the maximum absolute error for approximation of f yy 2k in each of the separate regions determined by each index
The maximum error over all the regions will occur for the argument pair y k = 1, f k = 0 with index 0 [k] leading to Corollary 6: Let m(y k , f k ) be the midpoint of the interval determined by (6) . Then
The secondary term in our bipartite borrow save approximation is then determined by rounding m(y k , f k ) to the last place position k + g + 1,
Including the two rounding errors we further obtain the following from Corollary 6.
Corollary 7: The borrow save bipartite reciprocal approximation for the normalized divisor y = 1.b 1 b 2 · · · given by recip(y) = rn 3k+g+1
satisfies the absolute error bound For g = 0 the maximum error is then 2
with total table size 2 2k (4k + 1). With just a few guard bits we approach the case for g → ∞ where recip(y) =
2 −(3k −1) . It can be shown that the maximum relative error for such a bipartite table occurs for y → 1, so the precision is at least (3k − 1)-bits.
In practice bipartite tables are found most effective for total index lengths 9 ≤ 3k ≤ 18, where each part has between 3 and 6 bits. Considering variable sized parts the preferred partitions of index parts are k|k|k, (k + 1)|k|k, and (k + 1)|k|(k + 1).
Exploiting Symmetry in Bipartite Tables: The midpoint expansion (5) allows for design of a sign symmetric bipartite table process, providing one additional bit of accuracy. This bipartite table extension was developed in a general context in [3] . For the symmetric case some of the input bits and the secondary term approximation are subject to a conditional complementation.
When the approximate reciprocal type is a reciprocal function defined on 'exact' input points, the midpoint expansion (5) can be modified to yield a symmetric secondary term.
Symmetric Bipartite Reciprocal Functions: For the normalized p-bit divisor y = 1.
]. The secondary part can be centered by subtracting (
) and adding the same to the primary part. The symmetric divisor partition for the p-bit
From (7) for any precision p the symmetric bipartite identity for 1 y is then 
Here f * is determined so that 1
This allows the bounds
where the interval midpoint m * (y k , f * ) from (9) is used to determine the second term of the symmetric bipartite approximate reciprocal function. The centering of the secondary part in (7) and (8) thus provides for a sharp result, since f * is exact, and shares the practical convenience of determining f * by a 1's complement.
IV. MULTIPARTITE TABLE LOOK-UP The bipartite table lookup process for determining an approximate reciprocal can be expanded to a tripartite or multipartite process. The result is then the sum of three or more terms obtained from three of more table lookups indexed by comparably sized indices. Tripartite tables in principle should achieve about 1 3 4 times the precision and cost about 3 times the table size as a single direct lookup table.
In practice multipartite tables are arguably most effective for tables with total input index lengths and resulting output approximation precisions in the range 15 to 24 bits. This range can be covered employing three to four-term sums with primary table indices bounded by eleven bits. These practical bounds keep total table size moderate. They also allow table lookup and subsequent addition time to be kept small.
For practical primary table indices of size at most 12 bits, the marginal improvement in tripartite and four-partite table approximations for each additional part is only 2-3 bits per part. For these index ranges the multipartite process is conveniently visualized by recognizing the divisor partition as a partial recoding operation.
Exploiting Recoding in Multipartite Tables:
with the tail t satisfying
Note that the condition on the range of the tail The divisor (input) partition for the bipartite midpoint expansion (5) 
)2 −i . This provides the basis for multipartite (output) expansions by partial recoding of the secondary term of (5).
Observation 9: Let the normalized binary divisor y ∈ [1; 2) have the recoded tripartite partition
Proof: The result is obtained by substituting the partial recoding (f −
) = d2
−2 + t2 −3 into the bipartite midpoint expansion (5) .
From (10) with i = 2k we obtain a recoded tripartite expansion for use as a seed or short reciprocal,
The second output can be conditionally complemented and/or shifted to determine recip 2 (y) as an approximation of −(
The approximation for the terminal term
is handled as for the secondary term in the symmetric bipartite expansion, employing the 2k bit string
as the index to a separate terminal term table. The recoded tripartite expansion here employs an intermediate Booth 4 digit in the tripartite divisor partial recoding, to obtain a 2 bit enhancement of the precision of the result, compared to symmetric bipartite reciprocal approximation.
Analogous to Observation 9 we can employ a recoded 4-part divisor partition including two intermediate Booth radix 8 digits and obtain a 4-part identity
The primary table can provide suitably rounded values for iteratively, we obtain
Defining our constant term c 0 (b 2 b 3 · · · b 11 ) by adding half the maximum error
we obtain that
where to a smaller order |δ| < 1. , where
.
with |γ| < 1. Then it can be shown that
with |α| < 1. ; 2 − 2 −23 , the four-partite approximation rn 24 (recip a (y)), with recip a (y)) given by the four terms in (11) , is a single precision, one-ulp monotonic reciprocal function over The terms c 1 and 3c 1 are each input to both multiple generators, MG, where MG functions identically to a Booth radix-8 PPG. Table 2 , including two leading guard digits [11] .
For output as a single precision reciprocal the redundant result must be compressed by a carrycompleting adder with rounding and normalization. For use as a divisor reciprocal, the result is recoded for multiplication by the single precision dividend, to obtain a quotient breakpoint by adaptively rounding with respect to the rounding mode (see Section I). ).
Case 2: y ∈ 1; − 2 −23 . Then the four-partite approximation recip a (y), formed from the first four terms of (12) by rounding the table entries with four guard bits, will have a maximum error bound of 3 8 ulps for y ∈ 1; Figure 4 illustrates the look-up table structure for implementing this reciprocal function over [1; 3 2 ). The tables of Figures 3 and 4 have combined size totalling less than 27 Kbytes, and the two structures can share much of the hardware shown, using suitably placed multiplexers.
